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It’s my pleasure to welcome you to Cabot Stock of the Week. 
 

I’m Chris Preston, Vice President of Content with Cabot and 
Chief Analyst of Cabot Stock of the Week. Cabot was founded 
in 1970 by Carlton Lutts, and over the decades (five and 
counting!), hundreds of thousands of subscribers have 
benefited from Cabot’s investment advice—in fact, we have 
many third-generation Cabot subscribers who follow our advice 
to grow their wealth. 

 

I joined Cabot more than seven years ago. Today, as VP of 
Content, I’m the overseer of all the stocks selected for the Cabot 
advisories, which gives me a unique view of what our analysts 
believe are their best stocks. It’s that overarching perspective 
that allows me to pick the best stock for the current investing 
environment. And that’s exactly what you’ll receive in Cabot 
Stock of the Week, every week. 

 
As a subscriber, you’ll get the collective Cabot wisdom from nine of our premium advisories: 
Cabot Growth Investor, Cabot Top Ten Trader, Cabot Explorer, Cabot Undervalued Stocks 
Advisor, Cabot Dividend Investor, Cabot Early Opportunities, Sector Xpress Cannabis Advisor, 
Sector Xpress Greentech Advisor and Sector Xpress Gold & Metals Advisor. 

 
Your investing success is my goal. By following my weekly advice, you will create a well- 
diversified portfolio of great stocks and learn about successful investing systems along the way. 
I look forward to a long and profitable relationship. 

 
Your guide to successful investing, 

 
Chris Preston 
Chief Analyst, Cabot Stock of the Week 
chris@cabotwealth.com  
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How to Invest with Cabot Stock of the Week 
Cabot Stock of the Week is a great way to build a diversified portfolio of top growth, 
momentum, international, value, dividend and small-cap stocks selected from nine Cabot 
investment advisories. 

 
To start, I recommend that you invest equal amounts 
in the stocks I have rated Buy. But don’t buy them all 
at once. Diversify by spreading your buying over time. 
Then hold them until the stocks are rated Sell. 

 
One new stock is recommended each week, selected for 
the current market conditions. If it fits your portfolio, I 
recommend that you buy the recommended stock as 
directed, and then hold it until the stock is rated Sell. 

 
Each week, you’ll receive email Updates on all the stocks 
in the portfolio. Ratings can change, so don’t overlook 
these updates. 

 
By diversifying your portfolio, you reduce your risk. Over time, you will build a diversified portfolio 
of leading stocks in the following investing strategies: growth, momentum, international stocks, 
value, dividends and small-cap. Also, with our three Sector Xpress advisories – SX Cannabis 
Advisor, SX Greentech Advisor, and SX Gold & Metals Advisor – you also gain access to specific 
sectors that, in the case of Greentech stocks (solar, wind, ESG, etc.) and cannabis stocks, have 
long runways for future growth, or in the case of gold and other metals, can be essential safe 
havens in times of market turmoil.



 

Seven Investing Strategies Help You Create 
a Diversified Portfolio 
Stocks selected from these Cabot advisories will be recommended each month, so 
you will build a strong, diversified portfolio. 

 
Growth stocks are selected from the Cabot Growth Investor. These stocks have strong 
charts, but very importantly, excellent current growth and big potential, often because 
of revolutionary new products and services. The average growth stock is held for four 
months; some are held for years, others only a few weeks. 

 
Momentum stocks are the hottest stocks in the market. They’re selected from Cabot 
Top Ten Trader, which every week profiles the market’s strongest stocks. For Cabot Stock 
of the Week, I select those that have the most attractive fundamentals, as well as stock 
price momentum. When we buy one of these stocks, I watch it like a hawk—if it rolls 
over, we’ll sell it, recognizing that any stock that climbs fast can fall fast. 

 
International stocks can provide great diversification as well as profit opportunities 
for all investors, and ours are selected from Cabot Explorer, which scours the globe for 
fast-growing opportunities, many of which (though not all) exist outside U.S. borders. 
All Cabot Explorer stocks are traded on U.S. exchanges, regardless of country of origin. 
The stocks are selected for both their fundamental and technical characteristics but 
sold mainly when the charts show that investors are no longer supportive. 

 
Value stocks are selected from Cabot Undervalued Stocks Advisor, which seeks to buy 
stocks when they’re dirt cheap, and sell when they’ve reached full valuation. 

 
Dividend stocks are selected from Cabot Dividend Investor, which is designed to help 
investors who want to generate income from their investments. The CDI portfolio is 
divided into three income categories: High Yield, Dividend Growth and Dividend 
Safety. 

 
Small-Cap stocks are selected from Cabot Early Opportunities. These stocks are 
selected because they offer 100% or greater upside potential. Because some of these 
stocks have little or no research coverage, we can acquire significant positions more 
cheaply than if their stocks were widely followed. 

 
Marijuana stocks add a little zip to the portfolio for investors who can tolerate the 
volatility of two fast-growing sectors with immense future potential. Cabot Cannabis 
Advisor uses Cabot’s proven growth stock methodology to construct a diversified 
portfolio of marijuana stocks, and I add them to the Cabot Stock of the Week portfolio 
as I see appropriate. Sector Xpress Greentech Advisor does the same with cleantech 
plays – solar companies, wind companies, ESG companies – any industry that stands 
to benefit as the world becomes increasingly less dependent on fossil fuels. 
 

 
All these systems have their strengths and weaknesses; none is inherently better than 
another. If, after some time, you find yourself more comfortable with some systems 
than others, we’ll be happy to sign you up for those specific advisory services. 
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Tariff Grenade 
 
 
 
 

raises the odds of a retreat.” 
 

Into that tricky environment was thrown this week’s tariff grenade, which 
appears set to go off tomorrow morning. We’ll let others figure out the 
economic impact and guess what comes next, but what counts to us is the 

 
smidge away from their first sell signal of 2019. 
 

At this point, we have three main thoughts. First, while news and rumors are 
 

             
or buy (powerful rebound) side. 

 
 

 
 

or two that are suffering indigestion. 
 

 
                   

 

 
                       

gains in each of the first four months of the year (like this year),  the rest of the year saw gains averaging 9.6%. 
 

 
answer should come in the days ahead. 
 

             
  

 
 

 

 

  
 

 
 

portfolios, in the quest to (a) pare back the number of stocks in 
the portfolios and (b) add new stocks to the portfolios. Clearly, 
those two goals are not necessarily simultaneously achievable. 
In addition, I keep finding good opportunities among property & 
casualty insurance stocks, but I’ve been overweight in financial 
stocks, limiting my ability to add new ones. Therefore, I’m 
removing some financial stocks today. 
 
 

I’m Retiring Comerica (CMA) from the Growth & Income 
Portfolio. There’s no major problem, just prospects for very slow 
earnings growth in 2020, which could theoretically limit capital 
gain potential. I’m also Retiring Apollo Global Management, 
LLC (APO) from the Growth & Income Portfolio. The recent run- 
up gave me 90% of the upside that I was hoping for, and I’m ready 
to move on to P&C insurance stocks. In that light, Axis Capital 
Holdings (AXS) joins the Buy Low Opportunities Portfolio as a 
Strong Buy. I could have just as easily added AXS to the Growth 
& Income Portfolio, due to its attractive dividend yield. Finally, 
Adobe Systems (ADBE) joins the Growth Portfolio as it embarks 
on a journey into all-time high territory. 

         
on Friday, May 3, and by Monday, May 6 there was additional 

 
                 

a buyout target. 
 

      
 

  
 

and/or price action on Apollo Global Management, LLC (APO), Apple (AAPL), Baker Hughes (BHGE),  
CF Industries (CF), Dow Inc. (DOW), DowDuPont (DWDP), Royal Caribbean Cruises (RCL), Sanmina 
(SANM) and Universal Electronics (UEIC). 
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What if your doctor had a simple blood test that could predict 
Alzheimer’s Disease 15 years before any symptoms begin? Would you 
take it? 
 

How about a test that could predict the likelihood of getting Parkinson’s 
Disease, multiple sclerosis, and dementia? 

Let’s say Dr. Miracle offered up a blood test that detected cancer way 
earlier in disease progression than any other diagnostic test on the market today. Then what? 
 

I suspect you’d jump at the opportunity to fight these diseases—if you had them—as early as possible and 
increase your chances of a long and happy life. 
 

This isn’t some fantasy blood test devoid of scientific basis or technological capability. The technology to 
perform it is being used right now by researchers around the world, and by 23 of the top 25 biopharmaceutical 
companies. 

        
 

It allows the detection and quantification of protein biomarkers that have been difficult or impossible to 
measure in serum, plasma (blood), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), urine and cell extracts. 
 

Simoa technology can detect thousands of single protein molecules simultaneously, making it 1,000 times 
more sensitive than previously used protein analysis methods. And more researchers are taking note every 
day. 
 

In 2016, there were 104 scientific publications focused on Simoa. The number of publications nearly doubled, 
to 206, in 2017. Then it almost doubled again in 2018, to 409. 
 

The findings in these publications have been impressive, leading to tons of media coverage, public awareness 
and FDA supp ort since there are huge unmet needs in life science research, biopharma and in-vitro 
diagnostics. 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 Car l Del fel d, C hie f Analyst  

 
 

 

 
 
Our Emerging Markets Timer is still bullish but, 
to be fair, it’s also mostly mixed; EEM is hovering 
around key support near its 50-day line, so the next 
few days will be key for the intermediate-term 
trend. 
 

This reflects how EEM has traded so far in 2019. 
After a very strong start in January, EEM (a basket 
of 800 stocks across emerging markets) has been 
choppy, with its current price about where it was in 
early February. 
 

The rally in Chinese stocks lasted a few weeks 
later into late February before stalling and going 
sideways despite some positive news regarding 
consumer spending and economic growth in China 
and other Asian and emerging markets. 
 

I expect that this choppy phase is really a base- 
building effort that will lead to the next leg 
upward, so I still advise investing in compelling 
opportunities. The key piece that’s missing for an 
enduring EM bull market is a weaker U.S. dollar. 
 

We’ll take what the markets give us but need to 
stay alert, be selective in new ideas, and be ready to 
 

 

 
 

 
Tom H utc hinson, C hie f Analyst April 24,  2019 

             
 
 

mobile device. 
 

 
seem to be fiddling with their phones. Everyday life has become inundated with smartphones, the internet,  
laptops, iPads, smart TVs and even smart cars. These things didn’t exist a few years ago; people can’t seem to 
live without them now. 
 

 
 

like a fish out of water. 
 

 
life. And technology begets more technology. New technology acts as a springboard for further advances. 

 
our eyes, at an accelerating pace. 
 

Ten years or even five years from now we will use things on a regular basis that we aren’t even aware of today. 
 
 

and will soon monitor people’s vital signs. 
 

Other technologies are right around the corner, like hover technology and 3D printers that could enable you 
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Update   
Carvan a  

 
 

 
  

Workday  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  

 
 

    
 Tim Lut ts, C hie f Analyst  

 
 

 

I didn’t go to business school; I was an English major. But the values learned in our household were firmly 
grounded in free market capitalism and investing. Sunday mornings, after going to church, we would stop at the 
local newsstand to buy Barron’s, and my father would spend the rest of the day reading it and updating his charts. 

 

I was his first paid employee when this company was launched 49 years ago, typing addresses on envelopes, 
licking stamps, and eventually learning how to update his precious hand-drawn Relative Performance (RP) stock 
charts. 

 

Charts, therefore, are in my blood. 
 

While most Wall Street analysts who went to business school learned how to calculate discounted cash flow—and 
other skills fairly useless when it comes to investing in fast-growing new industries—I learned, directly from my 
father and his myriad investing books, how to read charts, and thus how to identify the most promising stocks in 
hot new growth sectors. And this chart-reading has proven to be powerful stuff! 

 
 

It served us well back when solar power stocks were hot. 

It served us well back when Chinese stocks were hot. 

And in recent years, it’s been invaluable in helping us identify and buy the leading cannabis stocks. 
 

To those of you who call yourselves chartists, I salute you. And to those of you who do not feel entirely 
comfortable with charts, I suggest you take a look at Cabot’s Chart School. Learning is a good thing. 

 

Meanwhile, the uptrend in cannabis stocks continues; the wind is at our back and the tide is coming in. However, 
not all trends are equal. Over the past three months, U.S. cannabis stocks have outperformed their Canadian 
counterparts—as these charts illustrate. 
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The Emerging Markets Timer is our disciplined method for staying 
on the right side of the emerging markets. The Timer is bullish when 
the index is above the lower of its two moving averages and that 
moving average is trending up. 

The Emerging Markets Timer remains positive, 
but the next few days could be interesting. You 
can see in the chart that the iShares EM Fund 
(EEM) continues to trade above its lower (50- 
day) moving average, which is enough to keep 
the intermediate-term trend pointed up. Hence 
we remain heavily invested. 

 

H o w e v e r ,  w e ’ r e  w a t c h i n g  t h i n g s  c l o s e l y .  E E M  
h a s  r e t r e a t e d  r e c e n t l y  a n d  i s n ’ t  f a r  a b o v e  i t s  5 0 -
d a y  l i n e .  A  d e c i s i v e  b r e a k  c o u l d  c a u s e  u s     t o  
r a i s e  a  l i t t l e  c a s h ,  b u t  w e  a l w a y s  g o  w i t h  t h e  
evidence in front of us—and today, that remains 
bullish, so the odds favor higher prices ahead. 

 

In This Issue  
Exploit the Accelerating Technological Revolution 

 

We have a tendency to focus on our everyday lives without truly 
a p p r e c i a t i n g  h o w  t h e  w o r l d  i s  c h a n g i n g  a r o u n d  u s .  B u t  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  
t h e  t e c t o n i c  s h i f t s  o u t s i d e  o f  o u r  n e a r - t e r m  c o n s c i o u s n e s s  i s  c r u c i a l  t o  
successful investing. 

 

I realized the other day that I’ve lived in my current house for 26 
years now. Time sure flies. After thinking about that for a while I 
r e a l i z e d  j u s t  h o w  m u c h  t h i n g s  h a v e  c h a n g e d  s i n c e  t h e n ,  n o t  o n l y  i n  
terms of personal circumstance but the world around us. 

1  T h is  M o n th ’s  F ea tu red  Buy 
In te l C o rpo ra tion  (INTC) 

 
4  P o rtfo lio  A t A  Glance 
 
5  P o rtfo lio  Updates 

Changes Since Last Week’s Update 
None 

 
9  D iv id en d  Calendar 
 
10  B an k  o n  Megatrends 

 



 

Sample Cabot Stock of the Week Portfolio Stocks 
These are some examples of the types of stocks featured in Cabot Stock of the Week. 

 
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters (GMCR)–October 2009 
From Cabot Growth Investor 

Green Mountain’s business, of course, is coffee, a 
true global mass-market product. When the stock 
was selected, company earnings were growing 

rapidly, actually accelerating—a characteristic of many great 
growth companies. And its stock was hitting new highs, as 
more and more investors recognized the growth potential of 
this company and climbed on board. In the second quarter 
2009, revenues grew 61% from the year before. The biggest 
reason for the company’s growth was its Keurig Single-Cup Brewing System, which led a 
revolution in the way consumers prepare their coffee. Green Mountain was raking in the money 
(six cents for each K-Cup sold by its licensees, and even more profit when its own coffee is 
purchased), at an accelerating rate. 

 
Netflix (NFLX)—March 2010 
From Cabot Top Ten Trader 

Netflix, with its revolutionary approach to 
DVD rental delivery, has been one of our most- 
frequently featured companies in Cabot Top 

Ten Trader. There were several reasons that Netflix was 
featured. First, the company made a lot of money with its 
DVD-by-mail service—the business plan that enabled Netflix 
to rip the heart out of previously dominant Blockbuster. The 
second reason for Netflix’s success was its move to allow 
consumers to stream movies, TV shows and other content to 
their televisions and computers. This move gave Netflix a first-mover advantage in streaming 
video and further reduced delivery costs for its enormous catalogue of content. The third reason 
was CEO Reed Hastings, who consistently found new delivery strategies, and has the revenue 
and earnings numbers to back up his reputation for leadership. It was a huge winner for us. 

 
Baidu (BIDU)–August 2010 
From Cabot Explorer 

When Internet search giant Google moved out 
of China rather than comply with government 
censoring, it allowed Baidu to increase its 
market share to 71% of the Chinese search 

market. Experts say Baidu has superior search programming, 
which can interpret both native Chinese language search 
terms and phonetic or “pinyin” search, which allows users 
to type in Chinese keywords using the English alphabet. 
Additionally, Baidu has been an agile adapter, taking services 
offered by U.S. companies like Google, Yahoo, Microsoft, 
Apple and Facebook and tweaking them for the Chinese 

 

GMCR 
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market, all with the goal of getting users to make Baidu their default Internet destination. 
Other reasons: it’s a well-sponsored, institutional growth stock, it was still a small company, 
meaning growth could remain rapid for many quarters; it had triple-digit earnings growth for 
the past two quarters ... a great indicator of upside stock potential; the company’s revenue 
growth was accelerating coming out of the recession and it had strong profit margins. 

 
 

Qualcomm (QCOM)–February 2014 
From Cabot Dividend Investor 

Qualcomm is a good example 
of a Cabot Dividend Investor 
stock: Qualcomm is a leader 

in wireless technology; the company’s processors and 
technologies are used in millions of smartphones and 
other network-connected devices. The stock was added to 
the Cabot Dividend Investor portfolio for its rapidly growing dividend, which is well supported 
by increasing revenues. Qualcomm began paying quarterly dividends in 2003, and has 
increased its dividend every year since. The magnitude of the dividend increases is particularly 
impressive, averaging 29% per year since 2003. Revenues should continue to support similar 
or greater increases going forward. Qualcomm’s current payout ratio is 33%, which is in the 
range that we consider good. It shows that the company is generous toward shareholders 
without spending more on dividends than it can afford to. 

 
 

Whirlpool (WHR)–November 2015 
From Cabot Undervalued Stocks Advisor 

Whirlpool (WHR) is a good example of a 
Cabot Undervalued Stocks Advisor stock. 
Global appliance manufacturer Whirlpool 

encountered serious problems caused by the strong U.S. 
dollar, but the company is expanding margins via cost 
controls, an improved product mix and benefits from 
acquisition integration. Wall Street expects Whirlpool’s EPS to grow 6.9%, 18.9% and 15.2% 
in 2015 through 2017 (December year-end). The 2016 P/E is 11.1, which is ridiculously low 
compared to WHR’s typical P/E range and its expected 25% EPS growth, making the stock 
dramatically undervalued. What’s more, WHR shares have a dividend yield of 2.2%. Whirlpool 
had a very slow year in 2015, which explains the drop in the share price, but will have strong 
earnings growth in the next two years. That earnings growth, combined with an extremely low 
2016 P/E, will attract tons of institutional investors. 
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USA Technologies (USAT)–February 2016 
From Cabot Early Opportunities 

USA Technologies (USAT) is a good 
example of a Cabot Small-Cap Confidential 
stock. USA Technologies is a pure- 
play provider of small ticket electronic 

payment solutions for the unattended point-of-sale 
(POS) market. Until recently, vending machines have 
only accepted cash, coins and tokens. But there is a 
revolution going on within this relatively unknown 
market, and USA Tech is leading the charge. Consumers have already moved to electronic 
payments at retailers across the country. Many are embracing mobile payment technologies, 
including Apple Pay and Android Pay, as the $23 billion mobile payment market heats up. 
Yet vending machines, kiosks and other similar terminals have been slow to adapt. That’s 
changing. The opportunity in the unattended POS market is huge. And with 40% revenue 
growth in the latest quarter, USAT is showing that it means business. The stock could easily 
surpass 25% revenue growth over the next two years as it expands its leadership position in 
this dynamic market. 

 
Aurora Cannabis (ACBFF) (ABC in Canada)– 
February 2018 
From Cabot Marijuana Investor 
Thanks to a talent for deal-making and strategic 
thinking, Aurora aims to be the largest producer of 
marijuana in Europe! Aurora Vie, located in Pointe- 
Claire, Quebec, has been fully operational since late 
2017. The world’s largest purpose-built cannabis 
facility, Aurora Sky totals 800,000 sq. ft. and is 
designed to produce at least 100,000 kg of cannabis per year. Aurora Lachute is a second 
facility in Quebec, nearing completion. Aurora Nordic, located in Odense, Denmark, will be 
Europe’s largest cannabis facility, measuring 1,000,000 sq. ft. For the second quarter of fiscal 
2018, ended December 31, Aurora saw revenues grow to $11.7 million, up 201% from the 
year before and up 42% from the first fiscal quarter of 2018.The average selling price per 
gram rose 1.7% from the previous quarter to $8.36, while the cost to produce a gram fell 
24.6% from the previous quarter to $1.41 per gram. The stock’s average trading volume is 
4,400,000 shares per day, and Aurora’s market capitalization is about $4.3 billion. 
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Here are some 
examples of growth 
stocks: 

Here are some 
examples of value 
stocks: 

Growth Investing versus Value Investing 
It’s important to handle growth and value stocks differently. 

 
Growth Stocks 
(Stocks recommended from Cabot Growth Investor, 
Cabot Top Ten Trader, Cabot Explorer and SX Greentech Advisor)  

Growth investing is all about finding fast growing companies by applying  rigorous analysis of the company and the action of its stock. 
 

1. Find stocks with strong stories, numbers and charts: Fast-growing 
companies with revolutionary products in mass markets, a clear 
competitive advantage and strong stock performance relative to the 
overall stock market. 

 
2. Apply the Cabot Market Timing indicators that are summarized in 
Cabot Stock of the Week (but not discussed in detail as they are in the 
original services) to make sure that you’re investing with the market trend. 

 
3. Cut losses short, never letting the loss of your original investment 
exceed 20%, preferably 15% or even less. 

 
4. Sell when the stock loses positive price momentum over a few 
weeks, which is a sign that other investors are selling. 

 
5. Let your profits run as long as the story, numbers and chart are 
positive—the power of compound growth can swell your account 
dramatically, not by taking 10% or 20% profits but by thinking in terms of 
100%, 200% and larger profits.  

Value Stocks  
(Stocks recommended from Cabot Undervalued Stocks Advisor) 

 
Value investing has been proven to work well over time if you buy carefully 
and hold for the long term. Many people have made fortunes using a 
value-based approach—Warren Buffett is one of the best known. 

 
1. Find stocks that the market has under-priced—in other words, stocks 
that are worth more than what is reflected in their current prices. 

 
2. Apply theories of value investing to select quality stocks with the 
potential to achieve steady, above-average returns with low risk. 
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3. Select companies with strong fundamentals including earnings growth, dividends, cash 
flow and book value. 

 
4. Buy stocks at their recommended prices, which are based on a combination of estimates 
derived from intrinsic value and historic value. Sell your stocks when they reach their full 
value. 

 
 

How to Get the Most from Cabot Stock of the Week 
As a subscriber to Cabot Stock of the Week, you’ll receive your new stock recommendation 
every Monday as well as an Update on the market and all current stocks including detailed Buy 
and Sell instructions. 

 
Special Bulletins are sent via email whenever there’s important news on 
the markets or rapid action is necessary on one of our stocks. 

 
All this information can also be viewed anytime on www.cabotwealth.com 
by entering your username and password. 

 
1. General market overview 
Here’s what I see happening in the market right now, which shapes my 
investing advice. 

 
2. Cabot Stock of the Week recommendation 
This stock is selected each month from the seven Cabot advisories 
because I think it’s the best stock for the current market conditions. 

 
3. Stock chart 
I provide the stock’s chart and comment on its technical strength. 

 
4. Stock information 
The company name, stock symbol, company address and relevant 
financial statistics on the company. 

 
5. Updates on all current recommendations 
Each issue includes updates on all the stocks in the portfolio and 
specific Buy, Sell or Hold advice. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 

 

 

©Cabot Wealth Network. Cabot is neither a registered investment advisor nor a registered 
broker-dealer. We encourage readers of Cabot Stock of the Week to consult with an 

independent financial advisor before trading. 
 

Copying and/or electronic transmission of this report is a violation of the copyright law. 
 

Cabot Wealth Network 
201 Washington Street 

Salem, Massachusetts 01970 
978-745-5532 

www.cabotwealth.com 
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